KA MAKAHIKI: List #2

1. ahu (an altar)
2. pua’a (pig)
3. Makali‘i (group of stars - the Pleiades, or seven sisters, that appeared over the eastern horizon at sunset, which signified the beginning of makahiki season)
4. makahiki (year)
5. heiau (temple of worship)
6. hi’uwai (water purification ceremony)
7. Lonoikamakahiki (wooden image representing Lono)
8. Lono Makua (“Father Lono” - another name for Lono image)
9. akua loa (another name for Lono image. Akua=god; Loa=long meaning the god who goes on long journeys)
10. akua pokö (a makahiki image that accompanied the akua loa; it went on pokö=short journeys to the border of a moku or district)
11. ke’a (wooden cross piece for the Lono image)